
1  Introduction

“EPS” –Electrical Portable Seismograph- consists of 
some electrical components that help it to receive different 
data about earthquake and analyze them for geological 
centers and usual people (Fig.1).  It is user-friendly, so can 
be used by the majority of people. “EPS” has many 
methods to use it in different situations such as home scale 
or national and international scales, also because of using 
electromagnetism receiver plates it can predict earthquake 
and by its smart alert system, alerts people and geological 
centers.

Fig. 1: Electrical Portable Seismograph, EPS

2  Materials 

Items that are used in EPS: 

•ATMEGA 2560 

•Raspberry PI 3 Model B 

•7'' LCD 

•ADXL335 –acceleration sensor- 

•LEDs (RED, Yellow and Green) 

•Buzzer 

•High and Low  weight plate

•Spring in 2 sizes 

•2*8 LCD 

•Main board 

3  How does EPS work

As the figures show, EPS has four ADXL335 that are 
connected to first plate using small springs, then sensors are 
connected to microcontroller,  ATMEGA 2560, to receive 
the pulse of the sensors and sense the vibration and record 
the data. It has a module includes a buzzer and LED's that 
each color of LED shows a range of vibration (1-3 R: 
Green, 3-5 R: Yellow, 5<: Red). This module is being 

controlled by the microcontroller, after that data are sent to 
a Raspberry PI 3 to be analyzed and the graph will be 
shown by using main LCD. Also Raspberry PI 3 can be 
connected to internet and share all data and graph on the net 
and make whole system online that help EPS to alert all 
people especially the people nearby to save their life.

4  Smart Alert System (SAS )

EPS supports a smart alert system; consisting of some 
different parts.  EPS can automatically diagnose what 
range the magnitude is to alert people and due to the 
magnitude EPS uses LED (Blue, Green and Red), Sound 
waves, app notification on mobile phones and online alert 
system. The algorithm works in a way that makes EPS to 
alert people and geological centers for all ground's 
movements and records data for more information. Here is 
the algorithm of the SAS (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2: The algorithm of the SAS

5  Experiments and Results

Ground movements in an earthquake has three different 
directions and each of them has an important role in seismic 
information. EPS can extract these data and plot the graphs 
in each direction separately.  Different experiments have 
been done to record data and analyze them by EPS.
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A seismometer is an instrument that measures motion of the ground, caused by, for 

example, an earthquake or a volcanic eruption. The data that is recorded by a seismometer 

are plotted by a seismograph. “EPS” as a portable seismograph and also a seismometer 

works by using electrical methods with some unique systems which make it different from 

others, such as earthquake prediction, Smart alert, online network, auto upgrade and online 

recording systems.  By using physics laws the data are analyzed then it can help geological 

centers by network connections.
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Released energy has been recorded by dropping a 5-kg 
block from different distances on different floors by EPS 
and using formulas and the comparison between them 
–real data and recorded data by EPS- can show us the 
accurate of Electrical Portable Seismograph (Fig.3 a-c). 

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3: Released energy comparison of real data and recorded data 

by EPS, a) wooden floor, b) Metallic floor, C) Rocky floor

5-2  Spring’s Length

Changing the spring's length can transfer the energy 
from earth to EPS so for each device, using a special 
spring can transfer and amplify energy of the movement 
more accurately.

5-3  The plates   

MDF plates in this device has an important role, so 
physical properties of the plates such as weight, size, 
thickness and springs' attachment place, and also how 
much the plate is sticky, are the important factors to 
support weight in this experiment. 

6  Conclusion

EPS has the best function when is used in a large-scale, 
then it can specify the earthquake focal point just after the 
vibration. Then the network system in EPS helps it to 
improve itself automatically. EPS can find an algorithm 
about the earthquake history and the ground movement in 
years too. 

Effective variables on EPS accuracy are as follow:

-Diameter Of spring 

-spring length

-Sensor sensitivity

-Support weight

-Number of springs 

- Conductivity  of wires 
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